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HISTORY OF AVIATION GAS TAX m SOUTH CAROLINA 

To some of the readers, this may be an old story, but for the few who do not 
know about the gax tax and its history, we would like to tell you the story. As 
fP.r back as I can remember there has been a tax of seven cents (7¢) on each gallon 
of aviation gas sold. Effective midnight June 30, this tax will be removed and 
s~bstituted will be the three per cent (3%) sales tax. In this way you will save 
approximately six cents (6¢) per gallon on each gallon of gas that you purchase. 
The removal of the seven cents (7¢) tax just didn't happen, it took hours of hard 
work on the part of the s. c. Aviation Trades Association (your local operators 
association), the airport managers, the Chambers of Commerce, and the s. c. Aero
nautics Cow~ission. These combined forces set out to convince the Legislature that 
this gas tax was a burden on aviation. This tax caused aircraft to fly over South 
Carolina and buy gas in Georgia or North Carolina, both of which sold it cheaper 
than South Carolina. The airlines purchase gas here only in cases of emergency, eo 
we vrere actually selling only approximately one million gallons of gas each year. 
(This figure used is the amount on which tax was paid; this does not include mili
tary use of which the State gets no tax.) The State actually received around 
$10,000 from aviation gasoline tax. The Legislature very wisely agreed that a one 
year trial period would be given to see if the amount of gasoline sales would in
crease if this direct tax 1Jiras removed. Substituting the three per cent (3%)' sales 
tax on an anticipated sale of eight (8) million gallons of gas will produce to the 
state the same revenue that they were receiving on one million gallons, so the net 
result is that everyone will pros er if we can get the sales up. There is no reason 
why we s oUICfnot sell this amount of gasoline as every state that has removed this 
tax has increased sales by millions of gallons. Remember that this is a trial for 
one year, and it is the duty and responsibility of everyone interested in aviation, 
whether a pilot, aircraft o~~er, or just an interested spectator to get in and 
pitch to accomplish this goal so that the Legislature next year will make the e~ 
emption a permanent act. we feel that this will be the only opportunity to make 
this tax removal permanent. If we don't prove this year that sales will increase 
to approximately the above stated figure--well, you can be assured that the seven 
cents (7¢) tax vdll be back next year. So let's everyone be gas tax conscious. 

AIRCRAFT TIE•DOIVN ROPES 

This is word of caution to airport operators and aircraft ovnners. Before you 
leave your aircraft tied do~~, be sure to test the strength of the rope. Some ropes 
have been left out for the winter months and appear to be of normal strength. we 
have tested several and have found that with just a little effort or pull they snap
ped very easily. Make it a practice before tying the aircraft down to give the rope 
a quick test. Don't be afraid of hurting someone•s feeling by trying out their tj~ 
downs, as you may save yourself one airplane. 

CAB KEEPS STATUTE JI.ILE 

The Civil Aeronautics ' Board decided, by a three to two vote, not to put into 
effect proposed re·gulations which would convert units .of measurement ]~or speed and 
distance in civil air transportation from statute miles to knots ·and nautical miles. 

The Board decided that there is insufficient justification ·a:t· this time to war
rant adoption of the proposed changes. The Board said that m.any elements of · the 
aviation industry expressed strong opposition to chartgi!'lg from' the statute mile sys
tem, to which they had long been a9customed, ·and tha:t the' .arguments against the 
change charged that the conversion wotild be not only an unnecessary burden, but ' 
would introduce some degree . of. hazard into ~rivate and commercial air operations. 

. . * * * ·~~ •*·' * * * -~~ 

THE NEXT MEETING OF THE BREAKFAST CLUB IS ABBEVILLE, SUNDAY, JUNE 15TH, AND 
THEN SUMI'ER ON JUNE 29TH. · . . 



"LEPAL" WEATHER NOT NECESSARILY SAFE 

when is a pilot experienced enough to ·know when it. is s~e to continue flight 
or make that 180 degree turn? The Statistical Analysis Section o~ CAB has just 
issued a thought-provoking report of findings on ·accidents occurring during 1950 . 
when ceilings . ~d visibility were below min~ums~ ·. 

""( . }· . . . ' 

· .of 134 fatal accidents, only 4 ;~re on IFR Flight .Plans, while only 11 pilots 
involved .. held instrument rating$, 4 of whom were in violat~on for flying on centro~ 
led - ~in~ays under these IFR cond~tions -without an approved traffic clearance. 

Since 123 of these 134 pilots held no instrument ratings, certain deductions 
were made by sampling methods. This report states that the rate of this type accj.
dent increases with age and expe~ience (experience here is interpreted as meaning 
flight time other than dual instruction and instrument training and appears mis
leading without this explanation). 

_.. .... · ·~ ,, 

This report concludes with these statements: "These accidents show that we are 
failing to recognize the limitations of our aircraft and ourselves. The trouble 
seems to lie mainly vr.ith the older, more experienced pilot who is not instrument 
rated, yet feels. t~at he can, on account .of all his experience, fly for short 
periods on instruments." 

It is assumed that pilots who are not experienced in weather flying or who are 
flying relatively unfamiliar territory will set for themselves some hi$her minimum 
more in keeping with their skill and .familiarity with the, area:. • 

11Just because it is legal to make·a flight does not mean that it is safe or 
wise to make one." Instrument training breeds respect for weather. To attempt an 
instrument flight without adequate training and equipment is just plain gambling 
with the weather and a poor gamble at that, as .the accident record shows. 

Of equal and grave concern are those accidents, differing only in degree from 
the above, occurring in marginal weather, not classified as instrument a~ reporting 
points, but either spotty and below minimums in between, or low enough (particula;r.ly 
the visibility factor combined with fading daylight or facing a setting sun) to 
overtax the instrument capability of the pilot. 

~.. ~~- ~~- i~ ~~ ~~ i} ~} ~~ 

"GTJSHING GERTIE" STOPS SNOWSTORMS 

Snowstorms, rains, and fog inside the cabin may seem a little outla.l'ld:hsh to t..~e 
average airport pilot, but the fact remains that jet pilots .have commonly experienced 
such ~oppitions - generally on hot humid days at altitudes up "to 10,000 feet, when 
climb-ii.ng or descendinK, 

The jet pilots in this regard have not gone unheeded, for . Boeing Airplane · ~ 
Company has ~owdev~loped a versatile four-pound device which m,akes it possible to , 
eliminate foul weather conditions from inside the cabins of nigh-flying jet planes. 

The cause of the phenomena, excessive ~~isture, is . eltminated once the Boeing 
device is installed in the airplane. Named . "Gushing Gert'ie", the machine is a 
centrifugal-type water separat~r. · 

~ · * · * * * * * * * 
HUMOR 

"Honey, Ah loves yo• bathin' suitl" 
11 Sho' nuff? 11 • · 

"It sho' dol i 11 
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